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1: Larry Ellison delivers Oracle's next autonomous database tool, more AWS trash talk | ZDNet
Lawrence Joseph Ellison (born August 17, ) is an American businessman, entrepreneur, and philanthropist who is
co-founder, executive chairman and chief technology officer of Oracle Corporation.

Rich Ord 3 weeks ago Oracle co-founder Larry Ellison says that Amazon does not even use their own
database to run their business. Certain brands get popular, certain brands get unpopular. IBM when I first
came into the industry was the ultimate brand. It was not a company against whom you would compete, it was
the environment which you would compete. Amazon now is the number one brand in infrastructure cloud
computing. Let me tell you an interesting fact. Amazon does not use AWS to run their business. Amazon runs
their entire business on top of Oracle, on top of the Oracle Database. They have been unable to migrate to
AWS because it is not good enough. I keep saying this because they just spent another 50 million dollars last
year buying still more Oracle Database. Why else would Amazon keep buying our database? Last year they
bravely said that they are sick of these comments of mine and they are going to move off of Oracle. They said
they are going to move off of Oracle by Well guess what, they took their first step, they just moved a bunch
of their warehouses off of Oracle and guess what happened. They had a huge outage. So if our database is so
great what have we done wrong? If you wanted a cloud database, you had to go to Amazon for a database.
Then you were able to go to Microsoft for a database. It took a while for us to build a secure cloud. We think
we are there now. We have by far and away the best database in the world. We show a series of benchmarks
where we are ten times faster than Amazon. More importantly, we are ten times cheaper to run the same exact
thing on Amazon on our database. So if you want all that security and want all that reliability, you have to be
able to spend less. No, Amazon picked Oracle. Let me prove it. Another thing, Amazon uses Oracle not
Amazon. Aurora is an open source database. They just it picked up and made it closed source on Amazon.
They picked up Aurora, put it on Amazon and made it available on their cloud. Well, so who owns Aurora?
That would be Oracle. There is a reason Amazon uses Oracle. Another company that hates us, SAP uses
Oracle everywhere. They say we have this great new database called Hanna. Well, they have all of these cloud
services such as SuccessFactors. Does it run on Hanna? But oh no, it runs on Oracle. Actually, 98 percent of
everything SAP does runs on Oracle. The reason is that Oracle is just a much better database than anyone else
has. Everyone thought he was going to say Google Search.
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2: Larry Ellison pitches Oracle's Gen 2 Cloud as purpose-built for enterprise | ZDNet
Larry Ellison discusses the impact of IT on the healthcare industry and society. Modern HR in the Cloud Finding the right
talent is the number one concern for CEOs.

After Ellison contracted pneumonia at the age of nine months, his mother gave him to her aunt and uncle for
adoption. He remembers his adoptive mother as warm and loving, in contrast to his austere, unsupportive, and
often distant adoptive father, who adopted the name Ellison to honor his point of entry into the United States,
Ellis Island. Louis Ellison was a government employee who had made a small fortune in Chicago real estate,
only to lose it during the Great Depression. I see no evidence for this stuff. After spending a summer in
Northern California , he attended the University of Chicago for one term, where he first encountered computer
design. In , aged 22, he moved to Northern California. His projects included a database for the CIA , which he
named "Oracle". Ellison was inspired by a paper written by Edgar F. In , the company renamed itself
Relational Software Inc. The initial release of Oracle in was called Oracle 2; there was no Oracle 1. The sales
people then booked the value of future license sales in the current quarter, thereby increasing their bonuses.
This became a problem when the future sales subsequently failed to materialize. Oracle eventually had to
restate its earnings twice, and had to settle class-action lawsuits arising from its having overstated its earnings.
Ellison would later say that Oracle had made "an incredible business mistake". This left the door open for
Sybase , Oracle, Informix , and eventually Microsoft to dominate mid-range systems and microcomputers.
Around this time, Oracle fell behind Sybase. In , Sybase sold the rights to its database software running under
the Windows operating system to Microsoft Corporation, which now markets it under the name "SQL Server".
In April , Informix announced a major revenue shortfall and earnings restatements. Also in , Ellison was made
a director of Apple Computer after Steve Jobs returned to the company. Ellison resigned in , saying "my
schedule does not currently allow me to attend enough of the formal board meetings to warrant a role as a
director". Ellison remained in his current role at Oracle. In October , he was listed just behind David Hamilton
Koch as the eighth richest person in the world, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index. Ellison
assumed the positions of chief technology officer and executive chairman. Nancy Wheeler Jenkins from to
They married six months before Ellison founded Software Development Laboratories. In , the couple
divorced. Boothe was a former receptionist at Relational Software Inc. They married on December 18, , at his
Woodside estate. They divorced in His favorite is the Acura NSX , which he was known to give as gifts each
year during its production. Securing a historic victory, Ellison and his BMW Oracle team became the first
challengers to win a "deed of gift" match. The Cup returned to American shores for the first time since Ellison
served as a crew member in the second race. The kite traction flying lasted about 30 minutes in New Zealand.
He sold his remaining shares in the yacht to music and film mogul David Geffen. He "downsized" to Musashi,
a foot metre yacht built by Feadship. Aviation[ edit ] Ellison is a licensed pilot who has owned several aircraft.
In January , Ellison sued over the interpretation of the airport rule, contending that his Gulfstream V aircraft
"is certified by the manufacturer to fly at two weights: But the pilot only lands the plane in San Jose when it
weighs 75, pounds or less, and has the logs to prove it.
3: Larry Ellison taking financial reins at daughter Megan's film company Annapurna Pictures
Oracle's Larry Ellison takes aim at Amazon Web Services, promises a new "self-driving" database. As it shifts cloud
focus to platform services, Oracle tries to hold on to its database legacy.

4: Larry Ellison | Lawrence Joseph | Oracle founder Larry Ellison Bio - History
While Oracle's cloud-revenue guidance fell short of Wall Street's expectations, Oracle founder Larry Ellison says the
self-driving version of its flagship Oracle Database is "the most important.
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5: 'We don't trust you' Oracle's Larry Ellison tells customers, spruiks Gen 2 Cloud - CIO
Oracle CTO Larry Ellison Tuesday unveiled the latest component of Oracle's autonomous database, autonomous
transaction processing. Oracle first introduced its autonomous database in October of.

6: Larry Ellison - Wikipedia
Every year, Oracle founder Larry Ellison hosts a cocktail reception for startup founders at his San Francisco home. At
the reception last Wednesday, Ellison shared some of the struggles Oracle.
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